If K/Q is a finite Galois extension with an almost monomial Galois group and if s 0 ∈ C \ {1} is not a common zero for any two Artin L-functions associated to distinct complex irreducible characters of the Galois group then all Artin L-functions of K/Q are holomorphic at s 0 . We present examples and basic properties of almost monomial groups.
Introduction
A finite group G is called almost monomial if for every distinct complex irreducible characters χ and ψ of G there exist a subgroup H of G and a linear character ϕ of H such that the induced character Ind G H ϕ contains χ and does not contain ψ. This definition appears in [4] in connection with the study of the holomorphy of Artin L-functions associated to a finite Galois extension of Q at a point in the complex plane. Let K/Q be a finite Galois extension with the Galois group G. Let χ 1 , . . . , χ r be the complex irreducible characters of G, f 1 = L(s, χ 1 ), . . . , f r = L(s, χ r ) the corresponding Artin L-functions. Let s 0 ∈ C \ {1}. Our main result is Theorem 1.1: if G is almost monomial and s 0 is not a common zero for any two distinct L-functions f k and f l then all Artin L-functions of K/Q are holomorphic at s 0 . In the second section of this paper we give examples and prove some basic properties of almost monomial groups. Every monomial group is almost monomial. The special linear group SL 2 (F 3 ) is almost monomial, but the general linear group GL 2 (F 3 ) is not. The alternating group A n is almost monomial for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 and is not for n = 6, 7, 10, 11, 12. In Theorem 2.1 we prove that the symmetric group is almost monomial for any n ≥ 1. A subgroup of an almost monomial group is not necessarily almost monomial. In Theorem 2.2 we prove that a factor group of an almost monomial group is almost monomial. A finite product of finite groups is almost monomial if and only if each of them is almost monomial.
1
The main result Let K/Q be a finite Galois extension. For the character χ of a representation of the Ga-
the multiplicative semigroup of all L-functions. For s 0 ∈ C, s 0 = 1 let Hol (s 0 ) be the subsemigroup of Ar consisting of the L-functions which are holomorphic at s 0 . Artin's conjecture is:
In ( [4] ) it was proved the following Proof. Suppose that s 0 is a pole of some L-function f m . The Dedekind zeta function of the field K has the decomposition
Since G is almost monomial there exist a subgroup H of G and a linear character λ of H such that Ind G H λ contains χ m and does not contain χ k . It holds that
where F is the fixed field of H. 
Almost monomial groups
In this section we present examples and prove some basic properties of almost monomial groups.
The following function in GAP [2] determines if a group G is almost monomial: gap> IsAlmostMonomial:=function(g) > cc:=ConjugacyClassesSubgroups(g); > i:=Size(Irr(g)); > M:=IdentityMat(i); > for x in cc do > y:=Representative(x); > for z in Irr(y) do (SmallGroup(s,t) )) then Print("Small(",s,",",t,") is not AM \n"); > else Print("Small(",s,",",t,") is AM \n"); > fi; od; od;
The computations show that
• The Mathieu groups M 11 , M 12 , M 22 , M 23 and M 24 are not almost monomial.
• The Higman-Sims group HS is not almost monomial. The Hall-Janko group J 2 is not almost monomial.
• The special linear group SL 2 (F 3 ) is almost monomial, but the general linear group GL 2 (F 3 ) is not. Note that SL 2 (F 3 ) is also the smallest solvable group which is not monomial.
• The groups SL 2 (F 2 k ) are almost monomial for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5.
• The groups
, SL 2 (F 37 ) are not almost monomial.
• The groups SL 3 (F 2 ), SL 3 (F 3 ), SL 3 (F 2 2 ), SL 3 (F 5 ) are not almost monomial.
The following code searches for alternating and symmetric groups which are/are not almost monomial: gap> for s in [1.
.10] do > if IsAlmostMonomial(AlternatingGroup(s)) then Print("A",s," is AM"); > else Print("A",s," is not AM");fi;Print("\n");od; gap> for s in [1.
.10] do > if IsAlmostMonomial(SymmetricGroup(s)) then Print("S",s," is AM"); > else Print("S",s," is not AM");fi;Print("\n");od;
The computation shows that A n is almost monomial for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 and is not for n = 6, 7, 10, 11, 12. The symmetric group S n is almost monomial for n ≤ 12.
We prove that S n is almost monomial for any n ≥ 1. For a partition α of n let S α be the corresponding Young subgroup ([3, Section 1.3, p. 16]). Let IS α be the trivial character of S α : IS α (σ) = 1 for all σ ∈ S α . Let AS α be the alternating character of S α : AS α (σ) = sgn σ for all σ ∈ S α , where sgn σ is the signature of the permutation σ. Let α ′ be the associated partition with α in the sense of [ If H ≤ G is a subgroup and G is almost monomial then H is not necessarily almost monomial, not even in the case when H is normal. For example if G = S 6 and H = A 6 ✂ G then G is almost monomial but H is not almost monomial. A factor group of an almost monomial group is almost monomial: Theorem 2.2. Let N ✂ G be a normal subgroup of the finite group G. If G is almost monomial then G/N is almost monomial.
